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Chapter 2473 
“I didn’t give you these spirit ores for you to purify, sit on me, and the thing I 

want to give you is right in front…” 

said the armor-piercing beast! 

David had no choice but to sit on the body of the armor-piercing beast, and 

then followed the armor-piercing beast to continue to crack the rocks and go 

deeper into the mine! 

Soon, the speed of the armor-piercing beast slowed down, accompanied by the 

sound of panting, and when the armor-piercing beast was digging forward, 

there would be a sound of metal collisions! 

The two front paws of the armor-piercing beast were bloody and bloody! 

Seeing this, David hurriedly said, “Senior armor-piercing beast, what are you 

going to give me? I don’t think we should dig any further, your body may not be 

able to bear it…” 

“It’s okay, we’ll be there soon, You saved our lives, of course I want to repay 

you…” The 

armor-piercing beast digged forward desperately, even though its two front 

paws were bloody and bloody, it didn’t stop! 

Seeing this scene, David was very touched. You must know that some people 

don’t have a conscience like the armor-piercing beast in front of them, and they 

know how to repay their kindness… 



This is why Master Hammer has always told David that the most terrifying thing 

in the world of heaven and man is People’s hearts, many humans are not as 

good as monsters! 

This armor-piercing beast has suffered in the mine for more than ten years, even 

if it starved to death, it never thought of leaving, but some people, maybe for a 

little profit, will betray their relatives and teachers… 

Unknowingly, the piercing beast armored beast dug another ten of meters, and 

at this time, a dazzling golden light suddenly illuminated the entire mine! 

Under the golden light, David’s eyes couldn’t be opened for a while! 

After a while, after getting used to it, David slowly opened his eyes, and saw that 

among a pile of spirit stone mines, a spirit ore emitting dazzling golden light was 

inlaid in the center! 

“Finally found it…” the 

armor-piercing beast finished excitedly, and then dug out the golden spirit ore! 

“You take this ore. This is the highest-grade phosphite. Although this ore 

may be small, the energy contained in it is huge.” Ascension may allow you to 

break through the realm…” the 

armor-piercing beast said to David! 

David took the Phosphorite and felt that the small Phosphorite was very heavy, 

and there were lines like scales on it, like a layer of armor, very similar to David’s 

indestructible gold. body! 

David only slightly protruded a divine sense and was instantly shocked by the 

huge power in the Phosphorite. The power contained in such a small 

Phosphorite is probably stronger than the power in David’s body. huge! 

Shocked, David thanked the armor-piercing beast, and then asked, “Senior 

armor-piercing beast, how much of this kind of phosphite 

is there in this mine?” 



Quite a few, David can come here to practice after finishing dealing with the 

affairs of the secular world. With this Phosphorite, David’s strength has not 

improved by leaps and bounds! 

“I don’t know how many there are, maybe there is only this one, maybe there are 

a few, but like this kind of highest-level spirit ore, even the entire Wujin 

Mountain can’t produce many, so far I only found this one, It was detected more 

than ten years ago, and it has not been excavated!” 

“As for whether there will be this kind of phosphite in other mines, I don’t know, 

but I can help you pay attention, but it will not be excavated in the future. When 

it comes to Phosphorite, I can’t decide to give it to you, after all, these are items 

from the Artifact Sect.” The 

the armor-piercing beast followed David very honestly! 

“Senior armor-piercing beast, I know that if I find gold phosphorite, I won’t take 

it for nothing.” 

David admires the attitude of armor-piercing beasts. The Artifact Refining Sect 

was destroyed, but Master Iron Hammer was still alive, and they wanted to serve 

the Artifact Refining Sect! 

 


